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Weekly Newsletter from 21-25 September
You have two weeks to finish all trades but no short term leverage

trading

Dear Members,

Last week was very volatile for the markets, currencies, and bonds because after the FED meeting the
USA and European stocks gave away most of their gains which it made during the week. I was very
concerned last week about the fact that if the FED doesn’t hike the rates then it can give the wrong
message to the street and that the market could fall, but the FED smartly blamed not raising rates on
weakness in the emerging market and economic uncertainty in China. In other words, the FED
indirectly said that everything is fine at home in the USA but they are not hiking the rates because of
a problem in another part of the word. It means that everything is fine in the USA which should be
taken as a great indication that stocks should move sharply higher in the coming time. We always put
a small reminder that sometimes external news can impact any market for a few days, which we
believe is what explains the last two days trend in the market which has news like the Fed
announcement and options and futures Expiry.

If you look closely then only the markets that trade in USA futures and options market fell on Thursday
and Friday, and these market were the USA equity, European Indexes, and Japanese Index. On the
other hand bond and currencies future trading were expiring. On the other hand the rest of the worlds
markets remained positive. The Indian market outperformed the global market during last week. Also,
on Friday from 12.00 NY time the Scorpio Moon started which always brings uncertainty or pain as
you must be aware.

From Monday the markets should start flowing with the astro cycle/wave nature and our astro cycles
are still showing an amazing sign for the market in the coming time. Yes, I have been receiving the
technical charts of S&P and other Indexes from different people every day, and they are all saying that
most technical indicators are showing at least 20 to 25% more correction is coming in the market.

Our astro cycle view still remain very positive. Retro Mercury, Sun with the North Node (all these
three planets are together now) started on Friday which will keep misguiding investors and this
combination is so unique and so important for any market, because history has always witnessed that
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the market bottoms out during this astro combination and adopted the most powerful rise, but the
markets remained very volatile and uncertain before the bullish trend took place.

In 1998 the market made a high early in August and from mid-August it started falling
and kept moving down. In the last week of September (S&P came down 25% from
1190 to 923) under the Sun, Mercury and North Node combination. Here is the astro
chart of 1998 September, SU- Sun, ME- Mercury, RA- North Node and VE- Venus.
Venus was there for a short period with all these planets.

In September 1997 the same combination (Sun, Mercury and North Node) and
Mars was in Cancer. The USA market lost 14% in two and half weeks unexpectedly.
Above during both the falls, FED news was dominating and brought uncertainty.

In 1987 SUN, Mercury and South Node created panic, but for the opposite
geographic location which was JAPAN and that had a full impact on the USA market as
well. The market bottomed out completely in one year and made a new high in late
1989 from 23000 to 40000.

The same combination is there right now for the USA market from the 20th of
September 2015. This combination will last till 15 October. There will be an uncertain

to mixed trend as the market has already
taken a beating during last month when
Mars was in Cancer. In 1987 the Japanese
Nikkei came come from an all-time high
from 27000 to 23000 and then rallied from
23000 to 40000 which is 70% gain within
two years. This history may get repeated
but this time in the USA market. We
believe in our predictions and as predicted
S&P shall make a final bottom around 1900
and if you add 70% gains from current
levels then the figure comes around 3200.

I have been working hard to find the hidden
part of the market behaviour pattern with
the help of the astro cycle and so far in the
last 25 years it has been working very well
and we believe that what we predicted in
2009/2011 of S&P reaching 3200 shall fulfil
in 2017. You just have to trade carefully for

the next two and half weeks and plan your strategy well and we are sure you shall be rewarded big
time.
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There are hundreds of important combinations in the astro theory which gives direction to the market.
I always try to follow most of the markets history if they are less than 150 years old and many
important astro combinations have not taken place in the last 150 years so many times a new astro
combination is like a blank paper with a hidden message in it which is not easy to read.

On a short term basis the SUN, Mercury and North Node always creates some volatility but the market
always bounces back sharply. A recovery came after a long period in the two previous crashes of 1929
and 2000.

Currently all the major astro combinations are not that negative but surely a major bullish trend is on
the way from mid-October. Commodities are in the process of bottoming out but metals are still in an
uncertain zone. Our target for is still 2379 by the end of this year and 2500 by the end of March 2016.
Let’s discuss each area and how the market will trade here below.

We write the book a year in advance and in 2015 which we were writing it in the second half of 2014
which we mentioned two important cycles in October and from 10 October to December. In last cycle
which starts from 10 October we mentioned in a book that all the markets will move to an all-time
high. Also look at the side ranges that have been achieved as mentioned in the book and the market
held very well around the lower side ranges. When I write a book every year, I just take the top five
major astro combinations that’s, we aren’t able to put all major 12 astro combinations in the book but
we are still happy with the overall combinations.

This is what we mentioned in “2015 Financial Predictions” book and we are placed with over all
accuracy.

Eighth cycle from 18th September to 9th October 2015 will remain very volatile. We will see sharp rises
and falls in the market. Basically, people will start booking profit because of the big move earlier in
the cycle. We do not recommend buying any positions on any correction during this cycle, but surely
towards the end of the second week of October you should get ready to get into the market.

Ninth cycle from 10th October to 31st December 2015 will be a steady rising cycle for the market.
During this period we see financials and industrials taking the lead. Small cap and beaten stocks will
move sharply higher but surprisingly emerging markets won’t be able to perform well during this cycle
as compared to USA. During this period we see the markets once again moving towards an all-time
high.

USA Year range of Indexes:

S&P: 2537 to 1927

NASDAQ: 5520 to 3880

RUSSEL 2000: 1393 to 1095

DOW Jones: 21,870 to 16,590
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This is what we mentioned for metals in our book but we don’t see any major upward trend in metals
during 2015 so higher side will remain limited.

Seventh cycle from 16th September to 9th October 2015. During this period we see metals stocks moving
higher with the positive momentum of base metals. There will be a sharp rise in gold prices during this
period. Short term traders can trade in and out. We are not recommending staying short in metals
during this period.

Eighth Cycle from 10th October to 2nd November 2015. This will also be a positive time cycle. During this
period base and precious metals will move higher. We recommend traders to hold their positions in
metals and metals stocks during this period.

IMPORTANT NOTE: I know everyone is very nervous with the markets trend but we are very hopeful
that the market’s rising journey will being once again from the second week of October, and this rising
journey may only stop in April 2017. If what I see happens, then S&P will hit 3200 in the next 17
months, and NASDAQ will hit 7500 in the next 17 months. Do not trade with any leveraged positions,
but surely you can keep accumulating indexes and quality stocks like Microsoft, Amazon, Home Depot
and banking stocks. At this stage stay away from putting any new money in the market until the
second week of October.

The Moon will be changing its house from Scorpio to Sagittarius on Mid-night Sunday so wait for the
Monday USA market to open so make trades. At this stage S&P buying levels are at 1942, 1933 and
1925, S&P shouldn’t close below these levels for three days. If S&P closes below these level for three
days then get out from positions in the market and wait for our new outlook. We don’t believe that
S&P will close below 1923 for three days even though the current market is breathing is so negatively.
Technical charts have 100% damaged and the month of October is just one week away and everyone
gets scare with the month of October including Fund managers, billionaires and the FED. The best
thing about October is that most of the markets always bottom out in the second week of October
whenever they fall.

Here is this week newsletter from 21-25 September 2015

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

Last week precious metals traded positively but base metals
lost value on Thursday and Friday. The FED is not hiking rates
which helped precious metals. Metal stocks lost value last
week as they refused to follow gold and silver.

Once again gold is ready to touch $1144 and silver $15.44 but
it will be hard for gold to close above $1144 and silver $15.44
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for three days. The down side is still wide open for gold, silver, platinum, copper and Palladium, but
if gold, silver and other metals trade positively on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday then it may
force us to change our short term view.

The last two days I have been doing in-depth astro research on metals, if metals behave oppositely
then we will come out with a new outlook for metals. This week on Friday we will provide a clear
strategy on gold and silver. Subscribe services to read completer letter……

INDEXES

Thursdays Fed decision and Fridays; futures and options
expiry in all major September contracts of Indexes and
Stocks which trade in the US exchanges brought volatility
and volatility was expected because of both these
events. We all know how important the quarterly expiry
is, because the bull and bear both fight to fill their prices
or take maximum advantage in pushing the prices in

their favourable direction.

On Thursday the FED decided not to hike rates which was a little surprising for me because I was
expecting a small hike, but it never took place. Jennet’s press conference was done so well, and she
gave such a clear indication that the reason for not hiking rate was uncertainty in China and weakness
in a few other emerging markets. In short, this time the FED does not want to take any blame so they
made the decision out of being overly cautious. Anyways, I still believe that the rate rise should have
come in the month of July 2015 as predicted early this year when the markets were at an all-time high,
and the market would have settled down by now. We are all aware that the few emerging markets
and emerging market currencies have been falling and loosing constantly since the last few years.
Same time many of these countries are benefiting from having weaker their currencies, especially
Russia, Brazil, or a few other commodity exporting nations.

In the last year, weaker energy prices also helped many countries who are net importers of energy,
and India is on the top of that list. That is the reason you see the Indian market outperforming the
rest of the world lately. If you take the whole world, then we can say that the economic cycle is
remaining very balanced globally, because a few countries are gaining form weaker currencies;
others are gaining from weak commodities but there are some concerns with China’s economic
health and recent fall in equity market.

In the current situation, lower interest rates are helping the corporates as well as those who want to
buy assets, so I do not think that such a balanced time has ever been there historically. I think human
nature always talks about the negative, they do not see how much positivity is out there and that is
what is happening currently. The rate hike ghost became so big in the media, that even the FED got
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afraid that a rate hike of 0.25 basis points could change the world’s economic condition
dramatically.

Anyways, we do not want to criticize the Fed because, since 2009 the FED has been doing a great job,
and they will keep doing the best, as per their thinking. On Thursday during the press conference the
FED clearly said that they were ready to hike the rates, but they took a pause, but they are still going
to raise interest rates, which is a very certain point that they made and we should accept it without
many any noise in future coming FED meeting.

We strongly believe that S&P won’t fall below 1923 as predicted. We also mentioned last week that
1951 level is important and that S&P won’t close below this level for three days. On Friday S&P fell
below 1951, but then closed exactly at 1951, which indicates that S&P and the global stock markets
are going to bottom out after having the worst time under the cancer mars.

Important Note: We understand that everyone is scared to buy this market because, Technical and
investors sentiments have been shaken up. On the other hand the bears are in full control of pushing
the bulls away in corner, but our astro cycle says that the equity markets are in the process of
bottoming out against all odds and this process may take between 2-2.5 weeks before the most
powerful rally starts in the major global equity markets. No aggressive buying is recommended in
the next two and half weeks, but surely one can keep accumulating stocks by keeping the medium
and longer term horizon in mind, and we are sure that you will be rewarded very well by the end of
the year, as well as 2016. Subscribe services to read completer letter……

THIRTY YEAR BOND

Last week thirty year bond moved sharply higher after the
FED decision. There are still chances that Thirty Year Bond
can hang out around 157….. Subscribe services to read
completer letter……

SOFT COMMODITIES

Last week soft commodities traded mixed to negative.
Subscribe services to read completer letter……
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GRAINS

Last week grains traded negatively as predicted. As we have
been writing for the last few weeks that grains are in the
process of bottoming out, especially wheat and corn. And
our view is still positive for wheat and corn…. Subscribe
services to read completer letter……

ENERGY

Last week we witnessed huge volatility in oil prices and energy
stocks. Oil prices have been trading as per what we have
been predicting and we still believe that oil will trade in the
range of $43 and $48 level.  This week on Monday….
Subscribe services to read completer letter……

CURRENCIES

For the last seven months USA dollar has been trading mixed or
on both sides against frontline currencies. Yes dollar has
gained value against emerging market currencies, but other
frontline currencies have also gained value against emerging
market currencies, which means that emerging market
currencies have been trading negatively against most
currencies. Canadian dollar and Australian dollar, which are

known as commodity currencies have been trading weaker….
Subscribe services to read completer letter……

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma, 20 August 2015, 2.30 PM Santa Barbara
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Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


